Quality Patient Care Products
AER Witch Hazel Pads / 14-3250-40 and Towelettes
/14-4200-50 are saturated with 50% Witch Hazel, an
astringent that helps to shrink swollen or inflamed tissues
and relieve irritation, along with 12.5% non-greasy glycerin
that acts as a protectant. May also be used in daily
vaginal care to cleanse and freshen, maintaining proper
anoperineal hygiene and as a final step in infant cleansing
while changing diapers.

Scopettes and Scopettes Jr. are designed for proctologic
and vaginal procedures, but may be used for topical and
oral applications as well. Uniform and highly absorbent
with 5/8 inch Rayon heads and 3/16 inch cushioned tips.
Birchwood applicators are available in 8 and 16-inch
lengths and are supplied in both sterile and non-sterile
packaging.

LiquiCell Shear Points / 94201 (sm) / 94204 (md) provide
a synthetic, external bursa that allows the body to glide or
float with an object and aid in the reduction of shear and
friction of the skin. Excellent for use with CPAP masks,
Oxygen masks, face masks, tubing, glasses (eye/safety),
Podiatry (heel/toes), sports, braces, casts, or any other
article that contacts the skin. The ultra-thin and nearly
invisible liquid-filled membranes are self-adhesive.

LiquiCell® Shear Reducing Mattress Membranes/ 94212
is a medical technology that helps prevent skin tissues
from being stretched or torn. The ultra-thin cells contain a
liquid that is in constant motion allowing the body to glide
or float with an object both reducing shear and friction of
the skin and improving blood perfusion to the tissues.
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B-Sure Absorbent Pads / 14-7031-224 are for Accidental
Bowel Leakage (ABL) associated with hemorrhoids,
surgery, diarrhea, or childbirth. The adhesive-free pads
absorb 13 times their weight in water. A thin and highlyabsorbent alternative to bulky diaper-like undergarments
that provide a simple and effective solution to leakage.
These versatile pads also serve as post-surgical
anoperineal dressings and are excellent for use in the
application of skin protectants such as zinc oxide.

B-Sure Pre-Moistened Witch Hazel Pads / 92505
are saturated with 50% Witch Hazel, an astringent
that helps to shrink swollen or inflamed tissues and
relieve irritation, along with 12.5% non-greasy glycerin
that acts as a protectant. May also be used in daily
vaginal care to cleanse and freshen, maintaining
proper anoperineal hygiene and as a final step in infant
cleansing while changing diapers.

B-Sure Traveler Witch Hazel Towelettes / 92501
Cooling, soothing relief for hemorrhoidal and vaginal
discomfort. B-Sure Traveler Witch Hazel Towelettes are
saturated with 50% Witch Hazel, an astringent that
helps to shrink swollen or inflamed tissues and relieve
irritation, along with 12.5% non-greasy glycerin that
acts as a protectant. Together they provide a cool,
soothing compress. The pre-moistened towelettes are
both dye-free and pH-balanced.
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